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krome ex also includes an extensive effects section. users can access more than 800 pre-built
effects via a preview panel, and can adjust the settings using the graphical interface. the effects

section includes the standard effects found on most korg products, such as chorus, flanger,
delay, phaser, pitch shift, reverb, and octave, and allows users to create their own customized
effects. users can apply a user-defined modulation effect to any parameter. the new synthfx

section provides users with an extensive set of options to control the filter sweep, lfo sweep, and
volume panning of each individual sound channel. krome ex series models are a revolution in
keyboard musical instruments. krome ex is the first korg synthesizer that can be played with a

different feel than the piano.the key feature of the krome ex is its unique semi-weighted
keyboard. the semi-weighted keyboard is a compromise of both the fixed and weighted

keyboards. the keyboard is semi-weighted which allows the player to play the keys with varying
amounts of resistance. this gives the player a variety of sounds and a unique playing experience.

the krome ex is equipped with the korgs nh (natural weighted hammer action) keyboard,
allowing the player to get the feel of a weighted keyboard while giving them the freedom to play
with more dynamic dynamics. the krome ex comes with a diverse variety of music software from

izotope including ozone elements which lets you not only create songs but also master them
using ai, skoove which will help you improve your keyboard playing skills, reason lite daw

software, as well as software synths from korg and other brands. in other words, the moment
you get your hands on this synthesizer you'll have a variety of tools to help you take your music

to the next level.
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any korg product that you can buy
online will come with a manual.
these manuals are often quite

extensive, and they often include
tons of technical information on the

product, as well as information about
its features and use. 2) all

intellectual property contained in
this library - including owners

manuals and product literature - is
the sole property of korg inc.

duplication of contents of owners
manuals and/or product literature in

part or in whole without the
permission of the company for the

purposes of sharing, mass-
producing, posting online, or
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personal gain of any kind is
prohibited by copyright law. users

are permitted to create one (1) copy
for their personal non-commercial

use. pricing & availability: krome ex
61/73 & 88 are available in the u.s.

at a suggested retail price of
$799/799. krome ex 61/73 & 88 with

korg pro 88-ar synthesizer engine
are available at a suggested retail

price of $1,299/1,299. 3) all
intellectual property contained in

this library - including owners
manuals and product literature - is

the sole property of korg inc.
duplication of contents of owners

manuals and/or product literature in
part or in whole without the

permission of the company for the
purposes of sharing, mass-
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producing, posting online, or
personal gain of any kind is

prohibited by copyright law. users
are permitted to create one (1) copy

for their personal non-commercial
use. 4) all intellectual property

contained in this library - including
owners manuals and product

literature - is the sole property of
korg inc. duplication of contents of

owners manuals and/or product
literature in part or in whole without
the permission of the company for

the purposes of sharing, mass-
producing, posting online, or
personal gain of any kind is
prohibited by copyright law.
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